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Abstract

This study examined the factors affecting Quality of Human Relationship (QHR) in the University of Guilan. Five research questions were posed which is consisted of: are there enough trusts between academic staffs and students? Are there enough academic acceptances between academic staffs and students? Are there enough interactions between academic staffs and students? Are there academic discussions between academic staffs and students? Is there two way respects between academic staffs and students? What is the most important factor in their viewpoints? Is there any difference between students about QHR with respect to gender? Are there any differences between students about QHR with respect to age? Are there any differences between students about QHR with respect to discipline? One researcher made questionnaire with thirty Likert scale questions were distributed to 300 students (who selected by using Kerrejey and Morgan table and classified sampling method) across the Faculty of Humanities. Results revealed there are enough trusts between academic staffs and students. There are not academic acceptances between academic staffs and students. There are not enough interactions between academic staffs and students. There are not enough academic discussions between academic staffs and students. There are two way respects between academic staffs and students. The most important factor in QHR in their viewpoints was two way trusts; the last one was respect one there were differences between students about QHR with respect to gender. Female students think about QHR more than male. There were differences between students about QHR with respect to age. The age between19-24 think about QHR more than male 25-up. There were differences between students about QHR with respect to discipline.
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1. Introduction

Human relationship is an important issue in any kind of group and management process such as family, sport, school, university and etc. This matter has a specific importance inside the university in particular inside the class. All of us experience different kind of the human relationship. But the main question is related to the QHR. It seems the QHR concentrate on the good and proper relationship which bring satisfaction for two sides of this process. The people, who have some responsibilities as a father, mother, manager, teacher and so forth, it is necessary to promote the QHR. Through QHR we can institutionalize some human concepts such as trust, interaction and respect to each other which will help us to enjoy our group or team working and have better life. The relationship between teacher and students has two different aspects: quantitatively and qualitatively. In quantitative aspect, the amount of the relationship is considered with respect to minute, hour and number. But in qualitative one, satisfactions, trust, encouragements, enjoyments have the main role. Any way the author of the present paper tried to concentrate on QHR between academic staff members in the University of Guilan.

The Place of QHR in teaching and learning Process

The study of effective higher education depends to different the conditions including class management and human relationship. In fact if an academic staffs have not had this skills, even have had academic capabilities, can not be an effective and successful teacher. According to Reynolds and Muijs (1999) and
Emmer and Evertson (1981) effective academics manage and organize their classes for effective learning. Marzano (2003) emphasized that the recent studies concentrated on the importance of human relationship inside the class and Evertson (1985) focused on the using of the results of these researches inside the classes. Thus, the importance of the human relationship inside the classes is the key factor for an effective class with high quality in teaching and learning.

Effective training depends on proper use of good communication quality. Professors using their own knowledge and text a teaching skills and provide the right environment help student; learning. It's professors properties that make easy the learning process and even compensation defects of books and educational facilities or vice versa. Trans form the best opportunity and teaching subjects into nonphysical environment and unattractive by their in ability of good communication (Torabi and Zahi,2011). Dena and et al (2011), In a study named »teaching in university« cognitive ability and Emotional control concluded cognitive-behavioral factors Emotional having social good relations play a great role in student teaching. Also another study shows that students are consider. The ability of good communication is as important among four other element of a good professors (Zoohor and Slaminejad, 2004).

Amini (2001) implied that teachers should think and act about human relationship inside class management as an instrument for better teaching and learning process. Also, Emmer & Stough (2001) believe that class comprehensive management has five main characteristics: understanding theories and researches about human relationship and students mental and learning needs, establishment of right relationship between students and academic staffs, using methods for facilitating students educational needs, using management methods for maximizing duty oriented behaviors and helping students with behavioral difficulties through counseling.

It seems with respect the above mentioned viewpoints about the importance of human relationship inside the class, we should think about QHR. Obviously, QHR requires having so many knowledge about teaching and learning process and also students’ mental needs. As Sanford Emmer & Clements (1983) emphasized the needs of students inside the class are different and as follows:

- Students” participation inside the class
- Students” knowledge about the expectations and performances
- Time management
- Class good atmosphere

According to Mahmod Sahebi and et al (2013) mutual respect and creation of a social environment with student is the important teacher performance characteristic in process of teaching. (Sharifi rad at el, 2011). Also Sharifi Rad at el (2011) believes that only experience is not that effective indeed learning through teacher good communication is take place. Training instructors especially university professors must be familiar to the quality of human relations (QHR). In order to Facilitate teaching and learning processes in fact effective training depends on communication skill of professors (Spencer, 2003). Where there is trust, conflict and confrontations are reduced and tolerance toward each other are increases. Indeed trust not only increase the spirit of cooperation in group - activities but efficiency and academic achievement of students increased. (Goddard and et al, 2001). Also another study emphasis on professors knowledge building trust, mutual respect to improve communication (Gilles Pie, 2005).

Rahman Zade A, Nagafi Neasar T, (2012) concluded that there is a significant relationship between professors’ communication skills with the effectiveness of scientific groups. and students which is neglected in many cases (Torabi and Zahir, 2011). However, according to which relationship between professors and student is a dynamic two-way communication what is most important in this interaction and continued generous dynamic relationship between professors and student. Is the mutual respect among professors and students. Darakhshan and et al (2013) concluded that in communication skills factors the highest score is given to mutual respect. In fact, mutual respect between professors and students causes an honest environment with sincere cooperation in education which is improved initiative.
in student. Also in study that Jazeb Zadeh and Karimi (2007) resulted that there is an average interest about the trust between professors and student from students point of view.

Yazhan et al (2013) concluded that of the professors professional specifications are the greatest impact respectively related to respect to student and student problems. In on hand according to professors important role and professors and student's Interactions in training, knowing the properties of a professors from learner point of view and trying to proving to be true by professors promote the training quality. If professors and student familiar with their point of view. Truing process and investigation can be bitterly effective in its excursion of evolitional (Mansori, 2001). Also Nabavi and Safar, (2011). show that there is exist strong evidence the relation between professors and student and their interest and also class participation has a formative issue such as acquiring cognitive skills and positive behavior changing and attitude. According to this definition the fundamental conception in training is the reciprocal in interaction between the professors and students (Saif, 2000)

**Research Questions:**
The following research questions have been considered in the study:

1. Are there enough trust between academic staffs and students?
2. Are there enough academic acceptances between academic staffs and students?
3. Are there enough interactions between academic staffs and students?
4. Are there academic discussions between academic staffs and students?
5. Is there two way respects between academic staffs and students?
6. What is the most important factor in their viewpoints?
7. Is there any difference between students about QHR with respect to gender?
8. Are there any differences between students about QHR with respect to age?
9. Are there any differences between students about QHR with respect to discipline?

**Instruments**
The specifics for each of the two data collection instruments used in the study are as follows:

**Questionnaire:** this instrument had three sections dealing with demographic items such as gender, age and etc, questions about students' trust, academic acceptance, interactions, academic discussions, respect, and one open-ended question about QHR.

The main instruments used for this study were *one researcher made* questionnaire with thirty Likert scale question and a semi-structured interview. The researcher designed the questionnaire by generating a list of items which solicited students’ responses on Factors affecting Quality of Human Relationship (QHR) between academic staffs and students. The items in the questionnaire were derived from literature and the researchers’ experiences in the field. The range of data collection instruments employed increased the researchers’ ability to examine the nature and frequency with certain variables occurred in the research setting.

The validity of the instrument was ascertained by presenting the questionnaire to some experts in behavioural sciences. The experts made some observations and modifications on the items. The section on trust had 6 items; the section on acceptance had 6 items, the section on interaction had 6 items, the section on discussion had 6 items while the section on respect also had 6 items. There were 30 items in the questionnaire. The reliability coefficient of the instrument was calculated by using coronach alpha and it was found to be 0.79.

**Interview:** academic staff members were interviewed about QHR academic staffs and students in the University of Guilan, Faculty of Humanities.
2. Methodology

Population and Samples
The population of this study included students in faculty of Humanities. There are over 3000 students in the faculty. 200 students selected by using Kerejecy and Morgan (1970) and classified sampling method across the Faculty of Humanities.

Research design
This is essentially a survey research utilizing a questionnaire based on the likert, type rating scale. The statistical tests used for the study were the descriptive and inferential statistics for all questionnaire items. Since sections 2 and 3 of the questionnaire Likert scales comprise five response ratings of very frequently (5), frequently (4), occasionally (3), seldom (2), and never (1), respectively a theoretical mean value of 3.0 was determined as a criterion to judge the means of the items in these sections of the questionnaire.

Data collection
All the 200 students randomly selected for the study were given the questionnaire to examine their experiences with the quality of the teaching and learning of Russian language as well as the conduciveness of their class environment to effective learning. All 200 of the questionnaire were returned properly filled, thus representing 80% return rate.

In addition to the questionnaire, semi-structured interview we also used as instrument for data collection from academic staff members in QHR. This was done to complete of answers given by students in the questionnaire.

3. Findings

Questionnaire:

Research question 1: "Are there enough trust between academic staffs and students?"
The students considered for students' trust to academic staff members, 81% high and 19% low trust. Then, there were enough trusts between academic staffs and students.

Research question 2: "Are there enough academic acceptance between academic staffs and students?"
The students considered academic acceptances 23% with satisfaction and 77% with no satisfaction. Then, there were not enough academic acceptances between academic staffs and students.

Research question 3: "Are there enough interactions between academic staffs and students?"
The students considered interactions 31% high and 69% low interaction. Then, there were not enough interactions between academic staffs and students.

Research question 4: "Are there enough discussions between academic staffs and students?"
The students considered for discussion 65% with no agreement and 35% with agreement. There were not enough academic discussions between academic staffs and students.

Research question 5: "Are there enough two way respect between academic staffs and students?"
The students considered for two way respect 79% with satisfaction and 21% with no satisfaction. There were enough two way respect between academic staffs and students.

Research question 6: "What is the most important factor in their viewpoints?"
The most important factor in QHR in the students' viewpoints was two way trusts with 81%. The next factors were academic acceptance with 77%, discussions with 35%, interactions with 31%, and two way respects with s 21% agreement.

Research question 7: "Are there any difference between students about QHR with respect to gender?"
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Table 1: QHR Split on Gender : ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>d.f</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Squares</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5455</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>6.77*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>46.1987</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>48.1002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Male with Female  
D.F=299  (P<0.026)*  

*Significant P<0.05

According to table 1 there were significant differences between studentds about QHR with respect to the gender. Female students think about QHR more than male

Research question 8: "Are there any difference between students about QHR with respect age?"

Table 2: QHR Split on age : ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>d.f</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Squares</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BETWEEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8821</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4.46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHIN</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>45.1444</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>47.3429</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under 19-25 up with  
D.F=299  (P<0.035)*  

*Significant P<0.05

According to table 2 there were significant differences between students about QHR with respect to the disciplines. Under-19 students think about QHR more than 25 –up

Research question 9: "Are there any difference between students about QHR with respect to age?"

Table 3: QHR Split on disciplines : ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>d.f</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Squares</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BETWEEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.9921</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>3.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHIN</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>44.6785</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>45.2345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disciplines with each other  
D.F=201  (P<0.022)*  

*Significant P<0.05

According to table 3 there were significant differences between studentds about QHR with respect to the age. The discipline of, Psychology, Social Sciences, Counselling, Management, Political Sciences, Law think about QHR more than the others
4. Discussions and conclusion

The purpose of present research is to consider the factors affecting quality of Human Relationship (QHR) among academic staffs and students in the University of Guilan, Iran. For this purpose, questions were analyzed using statistical tests.

In related to the first question of this research “Are there enough trust between academic staffs and students?”, according to research finding this question with %81 per high trust and %19 per low trust validation. This result is consistent with Gillespie (2005) and Ghadami et al, (2000) with the result and inconsistent with the result of Mosavi Bazaz and Zabihi (2011).

In fact, trust the process of converting multi-sided one-way links. In which correlation and dependence among people are increase and facilitate the Self control. There is no interest which is the base of social life is no possible. (Shan and Moren, 2000). In related to the second question “Are there enough academic acceptance between academic staffs and students?” according to present research result with %23 per satisfaction and %77 per dissatisfaction there is no academic acceptance among academic staffs and student.

In the study of Gashmar et al (2011), professors Dominance of teaching and offering new presentation is the properties of a good professors. Gillespi (2005), wrote about this case that lack of command in training content reduced the Self confidence I teacher and having knowledge and experience of professors in teaching is the key factors. Over all mastery of scientific concepts has the greatest impact in academic acceptance. Also the third question “Are there enough interactions between academic staffs and students?” according to research finding %31 per interaction and %69 per lack of interaction. Is exist among professors and students and this finding is consistent with Najar and Abdol Malek, (2011) research. But is inconsistent with Pyman et al (2010), findings of Glaser in (2003), is also shows that the interaction among professors and students which developed teachers quality of teaching.

Also the forth question “Are there enough discussions between academic staffs and students”, according to present research with %65 per disagreement and %35 per agreement among student Indicates a lack of adequate scientific discussion between academic staffs and students.(from Richardson and Arunde,2006), point of view the important properties of professors defined domination to teach and involve student to participate and respect to student and using teaching method.

In fact involving student to participate and create interest among them developed the quality of training. According to Shamikhan et al (1997) and Nahan and Safari, (2011) %50 of students knowing quality of training as the important factor of attracting in class participation. Also the final question of research: Is that are there enough two way respect between academic staffs and students? According to finding of table above with %79 satisfactions and %21 dissatisfaction between students indicate that there exists mutual respect among student and academic staffs. And this finding is consistent with (Drakhshan et al. 2013, Abedi et al, 2010, Ghadmi et al, 2007, Yazhan et al, 2013).

In training process respect to learners can be effective on learning objectives. In this context research of Salami et al, 2010 Shows that 67.5 per of student and in Mobaraky, 2007; 96 per of student expect that the professors treat being respect full. Overall, the whole studies indicate the effective of individual factors and moral principles and human professors should also scientific development in addition moral and human principle which is significant from student point of views has special attention.

B. Interview

Our interview with academic staff members revealed the following general viewpoints about QHR

(a) In many classes, there are not enough trust among academic staffs and student due to lack or shortage on intrinsic motivation.
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(b) Using traditional teaching methods in which academic staffs are very active and we can say teacher oriented classes. These are why that there are not enough interactions in many classes.

(c) There are some opportunities for free discussions or teacher directed discussions, but not all the time due to busy classes.

(d) Some of Russian language academic staffs have individual methods for their teaching.

(e) Morally there are enough respects among students and academic staffs, but it is reducing, day by day.

5. Conclusion

The present research indicate that from the diverse individual factors moral., professional and workplace, individual and moral factors have the greatest effect on relation between professors and student. Professor in addition to develop of level of their scientific quality in class should so develop their quality of human relationship. This factor requires the good condition in classroom increase the level of learners significantly or to prove this action need significant attention which need consulting work shops that could develop the interaction between professor and student. However authorities design a plane for develop quality of professors and student relationship as they design for quality of scientific level which directly effect on education and learning.
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